
Teacher Directions
• This is a great way to introduce your Renaissance Unit by getting your students excited to learn about the 

famous people of the Renaissance.

• Print out one simulation gamecard for each student
• Each student will write down their choices as the game progresses.

• Give students 2-3 minutes at every scenario to allow them to discuss and complete the task at hand. After 
decisions are locked in and written down, you may then call on a student to explain their reasoning and 
logic.

• Following the simulation, have students complete the RAFT writing activity to reflect on the 
Renaissance.

• Most of all, have fun! Go through the PowerPoint and even play it with co-workers or friends at home 
before you play in class with your students. Knowing what's coming next let’s you really sell it! I have one 
simulation like these per unit, check them out! 

• Out of my fifteen simulation games, this is the first one that has no win/lose aspect. My reasoning for this 
is that the Renaissance was all about the spread of new concepts and ideas. I wanted this simulation game 
to be more about sparking creativity in our students. I hope your students enjoy it as much as mine do!



Renaissance
Simulation Game

Spark Your Creativity!



Towards the end of the middle ages, 
the Renaissance emerged as a period 

of “great rebirth”. 



New styles of architecture, new approaches 
to the arts, and new ways of thinking 

helped pave the way to a burst of creativity 
across Europe.



Today, you will lead the life of an Italian citizen traveling 
across Europe during the Renaissance. 

First, lets use your initial to discover your new Italian name!



Female Italian Names
A - Angelina

B - Barbara

C - Cassandra

D - Donna

E - Emilia

F - Filippa

G - Gloria

H - Hauretta

I - Isa

J - Justina

K - Kippa

L - Laura

M - Marcella

N - Nora

O - Olivia

P - Priscilla

Q + R - Regina

S - Stella

T - Tatiana

U - Urbana

V + W - Veronica

X + Y -Ysgawyn

Z - Zita



Male Italian Names
A - Armani

B - Benito

C - Colombo

D - Donatello

E - Enzo

F - Fabio

G - Giuliano

H - Hortensio

I - Izarro

H - Hortensio

I - Izarro

J - Jenoah

K - Kajetan

L - Lucio

M - Mario

N - Nero

O - Ottavio

P - Paolo

Q + R - Renzo

S - Sergio

T - Tonio

U - Ugo

V + W - Valentino

X + Y + Z - Zanipolo



Now that you have your Italian 
name, let’s begin…



• Objective: Today you will interact with ten 
famous figures of the Renaissance. Each figure 
is an expert in a different field of study. Be 
open-minded and challenge yourself. 

• Task: Write down the name for each famous 
person Renaissance Person along with an 
interesting fact of your choosing. Then 
complete the training by each person.

• “Renaissance Person”: Someone who is skilled 
and knowledgeable in many different fields.

Who amongst this classroom is a true 
“Renaissance Person”?

Renaissance Simulation Game



Florence, Italy: The Cradle of the Renaissance
• During the Renaissance, Florence was home to some of the greatest 

artists and thinkers. The beautiful city was also the banking center of 
Europe. Florence’s wealth made the city a cultural leader for the era.

• Florence’s location along the Arno 
River allowed for the growth of 
trade and commerce. This growth 
led to new professions in the arts 
and craftspeople become more 
important in society.

• Your journey begins here in 
Florence, Italy. Travel with an open 
mind as you encounter the most 
famous figures of the Renaissance!



We begin our journey in 
Italy with an encounter of 

the person who defines the 
spirit of the Renaissance. 

A man whose passion and 
curiosity led him to study 

almost every subject.



Training #1

Leonardo da Vinci
Italian Renaissance Person



- Leonardo da Vinci was gifted in many fields such as 
painting, sculpture, architecture, engineer, and 
inventor. A true “Renaissance Man.”
- His notebooks are filled with ideas and inventions that 
were centuries ahead of their time.
- He often drew them with missing details or backwards 
using a mirror to prevent people from stealing his ideas.



-Your task is to correctly match each Da Vinci sketch to 
the modern day invention it has become.
- Write down your choice on your game card and see 
how well you can predict the future of his creations!



Match Leonardo’s sketch to the modern invention it became!

Training #1 – Leonardo da Vinci

- Typewriter

- Piano

- Harmonica

- Machine Gun
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Match Leonardo’s sketch to the modern invention it became!

Training #1 – Leonardo da Vinci

- Umbrella

- Fan

- Slide

- Helicopter
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Match Leonardo’s sketch to the modern invention it became!
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Match Leonardo’s sketch to the modern invention it became!

Training #1 – Leonardo da Vinci

- Tent

- Tank

- Vacuum Cleaner

- Umbrella 
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Match Leonardo’s sketch to the modern invention it became!
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Match Leonardo’s sketch to the modern invention it became!

Training #1 – Leonardo da Vinci

- Escape Hatch

- Scaffolding

- Landing Gear 

- Treehouse
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Match Leonardo’s sketch to the modern invention it became!

Training #1 – Leonardo da Vinci
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Next, you will meet one of 
the greatest painters and 

sculptors in history!



Training #2

Michelangelo
Italian Sculptor and Painter



- Michelangelo’s sculptures show his amazing 
talent for bringing giant blocks of marble to life.
- One of his most famous sculptures is David, 
standing at an astounding 17 feet tall.



- Michelangelo is best known for painting the ceiling of 
the Sistine Chapel in Rome, Italy.
- For four years, Michelangelo stood on a high platform 
awkwardly painting the ceiling. 
- Now it’s your turn to sit on the floor and use the 
bottom of your desk to draw as Michelangelo.



Sit on the floor, use the bottom of your desk, and draw the iconic “touch of gods”!

(If you find gum down there… use it as artistic inspiration.)

Training #2 – Michelangelo



Next, you will have an art 
lesson from Venice’s 

greatest Renaissance 
painter.

This is our last stop in Italy 
before traveling across 

Europe to meet the others.



Training #3

Titian
Italian Painter



- Titian was named the official painter of Venice in 1516.
- Emperor Charles V even knighted Titian, a prestigious honor.

- Titian was considered a master of 
brushstrokes by turning blobs of 
paint into vivid forms.
- His brushwork made his pictures 
appear to be alive with personality 
and human expressions.



Bring each Funko to life based on the mood!

Add any extra details you would like to show expression! (Eyes, Hair, Etc…)

Training #3 – Titian

Happy Sad Angry



Next, we will travel to 
Poland to meet a man who 

is out of this world.



Training #4

Nicolaus Copernicus
Polish Scientist



- Nicolaus Copernicus is often nicknamed “the father of 
modern astronomy.”
- Since ancient times, people believed that the Earth 
was the center of the universe and that the sun, stars, 
and planets all rotated around us.

- In 1514, Nicolaus printed his own theory which later 
became known as the “Copernican Theory.”



- The “Copernican Theory” is the proven theory that the 
earth is actually rotating on an axis around the sun and 
that humans are not the center of the universe.
- This theory went against everything the church taught at 
the time and the book was banned. 
- Help Copernicus out by correctly identifying each planet 
along with Pluto. Hopefully you know your solar system!



Training #4 – Nicolaus Copernicus
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Training #4 – Nicolaus Copernicus



Next, we will travel to 
Germany to meet a man 

who will teach you all 
about proportions.



Training #5

Albrecht Durer
German Artist



- Albrecht Durer was highly skilled at making engravings 
and woodcuts. Printers would ink these to make copies 
for printed books by use of the printing press.

- This woodcut was carved by 
Durer in 1498. A depiction of 
the Four Horsemen of the 
Apocalypse. 



- He traveled throughout Europe to study human 
proportions. He wanted his art to demonstrate the 
parts of the human body correctly sized in relation to 
on another.
-You will now practice his techniques of proportions, 
such as his foot drawing shown below.



Using his diagram of human proportions, draw your teacher’s face!

Training #5 – Albrecht Durer



Next, we will travel to 
Belgium to meet a man 

who opened up the 
human brain, literally!



Training #6

Andreas Vesalius
Belgian Scientist



- Vesalius came from a family of doctors and pharmacists.
- He was hardworking, observant, and had an artistic skill 
that allowed him to draw his observations.
- During his time period, he realized that human anatomy 
was based on the studies done by the ancient Greeks. This 
was limited as it used animals to do research.
- So Vesalius began dissecting dead human bodies and in 
the process made remarkable breakthroughs with the 
human body. 
- Vesalius is credited today for making the worlds
first modern medical textbook.



Training #6 
Andreas Vesalius

His book was called On the Structure 
of the Human Body and contained 

the construction of the human body 
with detailed drawings and 

explanations

Correctly match the 
human anatomy with 

each letter!
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Next, we will travel to 
Spain to meet a woman 
who unified the country.



Training #7

Queen Isabella I
Queen of Spain



- Isabella was highly intelligent, strong-willed, and a 
devoted Catholic. She supported education, art, and 
encouraged naval exploration.
- Isabella and her husband, Ferdinand of Aragon, helped 
sponsor Christopher Columbus’s attempt to find a route 
across the Atlantic Ocean to Asia.
- Choosing who to sponsor came with great risk and reward.



Help Queen Isabella I, who is the real Christopher Columbus?
Can you name the other two?

Training #7 – Queen Isabella I

Explorer #1

Military Conquistador

Carried diseases which 
wiped out the local 
populations

Mistaken for a god

Explorer #2

Killed during the 
sponsored voyage

Voyage took three years

Only 18 men out of 250 
survived the voyage with 
only one out of five ships 
returning to Spain

Explorer #3

Denied sponsorship by 
England, Portugal, 
Genoa, and Venice

Consistently wrong with 
estimating distances

Excellent with 
navigating trade winds



Help Queen Isabella I, who is the real Christopher Columbus?
Can you name the other two?

Training #7 – Queen Isabella I

Hernan Cortes

Military Conquistador

Carried diseases which 
wiped out the local 
populations

Mistaken for a god

Explorer #2

Killed during the 
sponsored voyage

Voyage took three years

Only 18 men out of 250 
survived the voyage with 
only one out of five ships 
returning to Spain
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Denied sponsorship by 
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Consistently wrong with 
estimating distances

Excellent with 
navigating trade winds



Help Queen Isabella I, who is the real Christopher Columbus?
Can you name the other two?
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populations
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sponsored voyage

Voyage took three years
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Help Queen Isabella I, who is the real Christopher Columbus?
Can you name the other two?

Training #7 – Queen Isabella I

Hernan Cortes

Military Conquistador

Carried diseases which 
wiped out the local 
populations

Mistaken for a god

Ferdinand Magellan

Killed during the 
sponsored voyage

Voyage took three years

Only 18 men out of 250 
survived the voyage with 
only one out of five ships 
returning to Spain

Christopher Columbus

Denied sponsorship by 
England, Portugal, 
Genoa, and Venice

Consistently wrong with 
estimating distances

Excellent with 
navigating trade winds



Training #8

Queen Elizabeth I
Queen of England



- Born in London, she was the daughter of King 
Henry VIII and his second wife, Anne Boleyn. 
When Elizabeth was two years old, King Henry 
beheaded Anne for claiming she was unfaithful 
to him. 
- Elizabeth became Queen at the age of 25 and 
reigned for 45 years. She never married for fear 
that a husband would take her power.
- Queen Elizabeth I ushered England into an 
age of peace, prosperity, and expansion.
- This is also known as the Elizabethan Age 
because many consider it the golden age of 
England.



- Queen Elizabeth supported 
fashion, literature, dance, and 
especially theatre.
- Her love of the arts created 
opportunities for men such as 
William Shakespeare.
- Shakespeare’s company built 
the famous Globe Theatre in 
1599 which held 3,000 people.



Training #8 – The Globe Theatre
Write down the letter for the fact that is FALSE!

• A = “Groundlings” paid one penny to stand and watch 
while the wealthy sat in covered seats

• B = Color coded flags advertised the type of play: 
red=history, black=tragedy, white=comedy

• C = Many famous actors and actresses got their start at 
the Globe Theatre

• D = The theatre burned down in 1613 when a cannon used 
as a special effect went wrong setting fire to the roof

• E = The Bubonic Plague closed the theatre for five years to 
prevent the spreading of the disease (1603 – 1608)
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Training #8 – The Globe Theatre
Write down the letter for the fact that is FALSE!

• A = “Groundlings” paid one penny to stand and watch 
while the wealthy sat in covered seats

• B = Color coded flags advertised the type of play: 
red=history, black=tragedy, white=comedy

• C = Many famous actors and actresses got their start at 
the Globe Theatre

• D = The theatre burned down in 1613 when a cannon used 
as a special effect went wrong setting fire to the roof

• E = The Bubonic Plague closed the theatre for five years to 
prevent the spreading of the disease (1603 – 1608)

FALSE

TRUE

TRUE

No actresses performed during this time period. Female roles were played 
by young boys as theatre stages were considered too “risqué” for ladies.

TRUE

TRUE



Training #9

William Shakespeare
English Poet and Playwright



- Shakespeare began his career as an actor before 
proving he was even more talented as a poet and 
playwright.
- His 14-line poems, called sonnets, were widely 
admired as many told beautiful love stories.
- He is best known for his 38 plays including: 
Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet, and Macbeth.
- Shakespeare’s words and sayings have left a 
lasting impact on the English language. 
-You often quote these words without even 
knowing it, let’s try it out!



Match each Shakespeare idiom to the correct meaning on your gamecard!

Training #9 – William Shakespeare

In a Pickle Heart of Gold

Break the Ice Wild Goose Chase

Lie Low So-So

Green-Eyed Monster Good Riddance

Faint Hearted Love is Blind

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J



Match each Shakespeare idiom to the correct meaning on your gamecard!
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Match each Shakespeare idiom to the correct meaning on your gamecard!

Training #9 – William Shakespeare

In a Pickle
(Difficult Situation)

Heart of Gold
(Generous)

Break the Ice
(Start Something)

Wild Goose Chase
(A Hopeless Effort)

Lie Low
(Go Unnoticed)

So-So
(Not Good or Bad)

Green-Eyed Monster Good Riddance

Faint Hearted Love is Blind



Match each Shakespeare idiom to the correct meaning on your gamecard!

Training #9 – William Shakespeare

In a Pickle
(Difficult Situation)

Heart of Gold
(Generous)

Break the Ice
(Start Something)

Wild Goose Chase
(A Hopeless Effort)

Lie Low
(Go Unnoticed)

So-So
(Not Good or Bad)
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Good Riddance

Faint Hearted Love is Blind



Match each Shakespeare idiom to the correct meaning on your gamecard!

Training #9 – William Shakespeare

In a Pickle
(Difficult Situation)

Heart of Gold
(Generous)

Break the Ice
(Start Something)

Wild Goose Chase
(A Hopeless Effort)

Lie Low
(Go Unnoticed)
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(Not Good or Bad)
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Good Riddance
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Faint Hearted Love is Blind



Match each Shakespeare idiom to the correct meaning on your gamecard!

Training #9 – William Shakespeare

In a Pickle
(Difficult Situation)

Heart of Gold
(Generous)

Break the Ice
(Start Something)

Wild Goose Chase
(A Hopeless Effort)

Lie Low
(Go Unnoticed)

So-So
(Not Good or Bad)

Green-Eyed Monster
(Jealousy or Envy)

Good Riddance
(Glad it’s Over)

Faint Hearted
(Scared or Afraid)

Love is Blind



Match each Shakespeare idiom to the correct meaning on your gamecard!

Training #9 – William Shakespeare

In a Pickle
(Difficult Situation)

Heart of Gold
(Generous)

Break the Ice
(Start Something)

Wild Goose Chase
(A Hopeless Effort)

Lie Low
(Go Unnoticed)

So-So
(Not Good or Bad)

Green-Eyed Monster
(Jealousy or Envy)

Good Riddance
(Glad it’s Over)

Faint Hearted
(Scared or Afraid)

Love is Blind
(Feelings Ignore Problems)



Well done! 

You have now been introduced 
to just nine of the famous 

Renaissance persons.

Turn to the closest classmate 
and tell them which person you 
feel has had the greatest impact 

on the world today!


